Series of motion and location verbs are used to express movement from one point to another in Klallam. When no medial legs are mentioned the end legs of a path are denominal verbs marked by prefixes meaning 'go to', 'go from', and 'be at'. Medial legs, marked by a verb meaning 'go via', differ from end legs in that their constituent structure must include a prepositional phrase specifying the trajectory or mode. A goal mentioned with a specific medial leg appears as a renominalized derived verb in a complement clause. The legs form distinct constituents that can be put in any order - with the subject and other enclitics following whichever word comes first.

1 Introduction

How does one talk about going from point A to point B in Klallam? What follows here is an attempt to answer this question of how paths of motion are expressed. This paper is intended as a description and as a potential contribution to a typology of paths. Interesting issues are raised with possible explanation left to the future. In particular, there is an asymmetry between the expression of the starting and ending points of a path that arises only when a specific mode or path of travel is also expressed in the sentence. I suspect that the history of the goal and source prefixes may offer a lead to an explanation for this asymmetry.

1.1 Background

Before paths can be explored a little background on the structure of the basic Klallam clause is necessary. In Klallam the verb comes first in the clause.

(1) ?itt cə nəsčáʔaʔ.
sleep DET my friend
'My friend sleeps.'
The main verb can be preceded by one of a closed class of auxiliaries or intensifiers which may require a connecting morpheme (Montier 2003):

(2) hiyá? ?ítt.  
go sleep  
'It's going to sleep.'

can CON sleep  
'It can sleep.'

really CON sleep  
'It's really asleep.'

There is a class of around twenty second-position clitics that serve to specify the speech act. These include the first and second person subjects, question and command markers, tense, evidentials, etc. These enclitics always follow the first word, whatever it is. Examples (5)-(8) are the same as (1)-(4) with the addition of the second-position, speech act enclitics.

(5) ?ítt_u_ya?  ca násáticaʔaʔi.  
sleep QUEST_PAST DET my friend  
'Did my friend sleep?'

(6) hiyáʔ_cn ?ítt.  
go_ISUBJ sleep  
'I'm going to sleep.'

can_EVID_2SUBJ CON sleep  
'Apparently, you can sleep.'

really_FUT_IPLSUBJ CON sleep  
'We will really sleep.'

There are several types of specially marked subordinate clauses:

(9) hiyáʔ_cn kʷa? ?ítt-xʷ  
go_ISUBJ if/when sleep-2SBDSUBJ  
'I'll go if you sleep.'

---

2 The third person subject in these examples is zero. The translation with 'it' could equally well be done with 'he', 'she', or 'they'. Abbreviations: CON 'connector', EVID 'evidential', SUBJ 'subject', FUT 'future', SBDSUBJ 'subordinate subject', DET 'demonstrative determiner', OBJ 'object', PREP 'oblique preposition', NM 'nominalizer', COMP 'complementizer', POS 'possessive', FUTSUBJ 'future subject', and REQ 'request for information'.
In examples (9) and (10) the subordinate clauses are preceded by the ‘if’ and ‘while’ introducers and have subject markers from the subjunctive paradigm. Example (11) shows a sentential complement. The first word—the main verb, auxiliary, or intensifier—of a complement clause is nominalized and it takes a subjective genitive subject. In (11) the second person possessive marks the complement subject. As will be shown later, sentential complements and ‘if’ clauses are relevant to paths in Klallam.

### 1.2 The preposition and oblique objects

Non-predicative nouns are always preceded by a demonstrative determiner (as shown in examples (1) and (5)). There is only one preposition in Klallam. It serves as a general oblique case marker and can mark various semantic relations as shown in (12)-(18).

In (12) the preposition marks the agent of the passive. In (13)-(15) it marks locations. In (16) it marks genitive and in (17), a causal.

(12)  kʷnátən yaʔə?_cn ?aʔ  ce q̣áʔyiʔ.  
is helped_PAST_1SUBJ PREP DET girl  
‘I was helped by the girl.’

(13)  šâʔwiʔ  ?aʔ  ce  sʔács.  
growing PREP DET her face  
‘It’s growing on her face.’

(14)  ?sƛ’áqʷt  ?aʔ  ce  čáxss.  
is stuck  PREP DET his tooth  
‘It’s stuck in his teeth.’

(15)  ?stáʔ  ?aʔ  ce  sxáʔ.  
close PREP DEM weeds  
‘They are close to the weeds.’

(16)  cát cxʷ  ?aʔ  ce  namáʔaʔ.  
father_2SUBJ PREP DET my child  
‘You are the father of my child.’
beg him for some bread.

(18) is brought by his son to our land.

As (18) shows, it is possible to get more than one of these prepositional phrases in a clause, though three or four seem to be the limit of acceptability.

I have never observed that this lack of excess wealth in prepositions compared to English causes any difficulty in interpretation for native speakers. The context makes the use clear.

3 Serial directed-motion verbs

So how does Klallam express paths where source, goal, and trajectory are all places and confusion would arise with the use of only one preposition? Instead of the location and direction adpositions, case markers, or verbal direction affixes found in many languages, Klallam has a number of motion verbs that indicate location and direction. Some, probably most, of these directed motion verbs are shown in (19):

(19) ?úxʷ ‘go to’
    ?úỵ ‘go aboard’
    cáw ‘arrive down at water’
    céʔyγ ‘go up on top’
    čaʔ’wíyη ‘go up high’
    číʔ ‘go up from water’
    číʔí ‘go close to’
    číyäct ‘go forward’
    čáγ ‘arrive home’
    čáγx ‘come inside’
    haʔwə ‘go on a trip’
    huʔdáʔη ‘go beyond’
    t̓áw ‘run away’
    t̓čú ‘go down toward water’
    x̑áγs ‘go backward’
    x̑čaʔ’wíyη ‘go underneath’
    x̑číʔ ‘go down sink’
    náw ‘go inside’
    p̓súʔη ‘go against’
    q̓táwət ‘go around’
    q̓ʷʔγi ‘get out of’
    q̓ʷʔvíyη ‘go over the top’
    sáʔ ‘rise up’
    sáw ‘go into the bush’
    sáxʷ ‘come out’
    síxʷ’η ‘go into water’
    sqíγ ‘go outside’
    táči ‘arrive here’
    táyi ‘go upstream’
    tás ‘arrive there’
    txʷʔúxʷ ‘go toward’
    txʷʔhawíγ ‘go back’
    t̓úyi ‘go over water’
    t̓ák’i ‘go next to’
    t̓ánsas ‘go next to’
    húkʷ ‘go home’
    wáʔ ‘go along with’
    xʷ’íγ ‘go down (an incline)’
    xʷ’k’íγ ‘go below drop back’
    x̑tíγ ‘fall back’
    x̑’íq’íγ ‘go with (tide/wind)’
    x̑’íqʷí ‘go (pole) upstream’
    yáʔvíγ ‘go far away’
Klallam can specify several of these verbs in series:

(20) hiyáʔ yaʔ.cn waʔ ?úxʷ tákʷi túkʷ.
gō.PAST.1SUBJ go along go to go across go home
'I went along (with someone) across (the strait) over to home.'

In (20) none of these verbs is subordinate to any other. None of the subordination proclitics and affixes (as shown in (9)-(11)) is present or possible in this sentence. The order is very flexible with initial position being the focus and the speech act enclitics following whichever comes first. Two or three of these in series is very common; five, as in the example, though not uncommon, seems to be the limit of acceptability.

Many of these directed motion verbs can be seen to be derived. The -o 'middle voice' suffix on many of them, for example, makes an intransitive verb taking an agentive subject. And the -iy suffix gives motion to a basically stative stem as shown in (21).

(21) a. sōq 'be outside' sqíyən 'go outside'

b. xaʔč 'be under' xačynaŋ 'go down, sink'

When the path of motion involves specific places in the source and goal, motion verbs are derived by adding prefixes to the specific place names. There are two motion verb deriving prefixes: xaʔ- 'go to' and čśaʔ- 'go from'.

(22) xaʔtáwn cn
go to town.1SUBJ
'I went to town'

(23) čśaʔtáwn cn
go from town.1SUBJ
'I went from town'

These are truly derived verbs—not case-marked nouns. They can take subjects as in (22) and (23) and can be transitivized, passivized, or imperfective just as any other verb:

(24) xaʔtáwn-txʷ cn
go to town-CAUSE.1SUBJ
'I took it to town'

(25) xaʔtáwn-t-an cn
go to town-CAUSE-PASSIVE.1SUBJ
'I was made to go to town'

(26) xaʔttáʔwn cn
go to town[with imperfective reduplicaiton and infix].1SUBJ
'I’m going to town'
The following discussion uses terminology from Ross (1995), which looks at the properties of paths in English, German, and Brazilian. The constituents of a path are shown in (27).

(27) (from Ross 1995:271)

Path

(Theme) V (Source) (Trajectory) (Direction) (Extent) (Speed) (Extent) (Goal) (Mode)

I traveled from LA along Rt. I northwards 450 miles at 60 all the way to SF on foot

Each of the constituents of the path is a 'leg'. Source, the initial leg, and goal, the final leg, are 'end legs' the others are 'medial legs'.

The $X_d$- and $csa$- derived motion verbs of Klallam can be used in series to express the end—initial and final—legs of a path.

(28) $csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn \quad X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}$.  
go from Elwha $I_{SUBJ}$ go to Victoria

'I went from Elwha to Victoria.'

As with the other directed motion verbs, the order is flexible:

(29) $X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}_cn \quad csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn$.  
go to Victoria $I_{SUBJ}$ go from Elwha

'I went to Victoria from Elwha.'

Other directed motion verbs can be used in series with these:

(30) $t\acute{a}k\acute{w}i\_cn \quad X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}_cn \quad csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn$.  
go across $I_{SUBJ}$ go to Victoria go from Elwha

'I went across to Victoria from Elwha.'

The order continues to be flexible. These three could be put in any order with only a change of focus:

(31) $X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}_cn \quad t\acute{a}k\acute{w}i \quad csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn$.  
go to Victoria $I_{SUBJ}$ go across go from Elwha

'I went to Victoria crossing from Elwha.'

(32) $csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn \quad t\acute{a}k\acute{w}i \quad X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}_cn$.  
go from Elwha $I_{SUBJ}$ go across go to Victoria

'I went from Elwha across to Victoria.'

(33) $csa\dot{e}\dot{é}\dot{í}x\dot{w}a\_cn \quad X\dot{a}\dot{m}itúli\dot{y}_cn \quad t\acute{a}k\acute{w}i$.  
going from Elwha $I_{SUBJ}$ go to Victoria go across

'I went from Elwha to Victoria going across.'
Specific **medial** legs, trajectory and mode, are expressed using the word \( \text{txán'əŋ} \) which can be translated ‘go via’ or ‘go through’ or ‘go by way of’.  

(34) \( \text{txán'əŋ}_{ya?\text{cn}} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{PAST,1SUBJ} \)  
'I went that way/I went through.'

This motion verb can occur in series with others:

(35) \( \text{hiyá}_{ya?\text{cn}} \text{?ux} \text{txán'əŋ} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{PAST,1SUBJ} \text{go to} \text{go via} \)  
'I went over that way.'

A medial leg is specified by the object of a prepositional phrase following \( \text{txán'əŋ} \).

(36) \( \text{txán'əŋ}_{cn} \text{?a? cə súł.} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{via,1SUBJ} \text{PREP DET road, door} \)  
'I went by the road/through the door.'

(37) \( \text{txán'əŋ}_{cn} \text{?a? cə nəsnáxʷt.} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{via,1SUBJ} \text{PREP DET my canoe} \)  
'I went by canoe.'

A source leg marked by the čša?- prefix can be used with a constituent headed by \( \text{txán'əŋ} \):

(38) \( \text{čša?é?}\text{txʷa?}_{cn} \text{txán'əŋ} \text{?a? cə nəsnáxʷt.} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{from, Elwha,1SUBJ} \text{go via} \text{PREP DET my canoe} \)  
'I went from Elwha by canoe.'

(39) \( \text{čša?é?}\text{txʷa?}_{cn} \text{txán'əŋ} \text{?a? cə táwn.} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{from, Elwha,1SUBJ} \text{go via} \text{PREP DET town} \)  
'I went from Elwha through town.'

The phrase headed by \( \text{txán'əŋ} \) forms an inviolable constituent. The order of the two major constituents can be reversed as in (40), but the source leg may not be inserted into the \( \text{txán'əŋ} \) phrase.

(40) \( \text{txán'əŋ}_{cn} \text{?a? cə nəsnáxʷt} \text{čša?é?}\text{txʷa?}_{cn} \)  
\( \text{go} \_	ext{via,1SUBJ} \text{PREP DET my canoe go from Elwha} \)  
'I went by canoe from Elwha.'

---

3 The word \( \text{txán'əŋ} \) is apparently composed of the stem \( xʷənɪɣ \) ‘way, manner’ and the prefix \( txʷ- \) ‘become’, though the morphophonemics is unclear.
An asymmetry between source and goal can be seen when the goal is mentioned with a specific medial leg. Given sentences like (28)-(33) where the source is marked by the čsá?- prefix and the goal is symmetrically marked by the Xá?- prefix, we might expect that we could simply change the čša?- to Xa?- in sentences like (38) and (40) to get sentences meaning ‘I went to Elwha by canoe’ and ‘I went by canoe to Elwha’. But these are not possible. (41a) corresponds to (38) and (41b) to (40):


b. *txán’?a?_cn ?a? cə nənəxʷʷt X’a?é?Xw’?a?.

Instead we get an entirely different construction:

(42) txán’?a?_cn ?a? cə nənəxʷʷt či nə-s-X’a?é?Xw’?a?
go via Subj prep det my canoe COMP 1POS-NM-go to Elwha
‘I went by canoe to (go to) Elwha.’

To express a goal with txán’?a? the Xá?- derived directed motion verb must be nominalized in the sentential complement construction. Compare (42) with (43), a non-path:

(43) *nə-s-X’a?é?Xw’?a?

allow-PSV Subj prep det my mother COMP 1POS-NM-go to Elwha
‘I am allowed by my mother to go to Elwha.’

The source can be added to (42) by simply adding the čša?- derived directed-motion verb either at the beginning (44) or before (45) or after (46) the sentential complement goal:

(44) čšaʔmitlitíye cn txán’?a? cə nənəxʷʷt
go from Victoria Subj go via prep det my canoe
či nə-s-X’a?é?Xw’?a?.
COMP 1POS-NM-go to Elwha
‘I went from Victoria by canoe to (go to) Elwha.’

(45) txán’?a?_cn ?a? cə nənəxʷʷt čšaʔmitlitíye
go via Subj prep det my canoe go from Victoria
či nə-s-X’a?é?Xw’?a?.
COMP 1POS-NM-go to Elwha
‘I went by canoe from Victoria to (go to) Elwha.’
(46) txán'ən cn ?a? cə nəsnáxʷt
  go via_1SUBJ PREP DET my canoe

či nə-s-x'əʔ?ɪxʷə?
COMP 1POS-NM-go to Elwha  go from Victoria
'I went by canoe to (go to) Elwha from Victoria.'

Other verbs that express the mode of movement like štáŋ ‘walk’,
łəŋuʔəŋ ‘swim’, xʷítəŋ ‘jump’, and kʷáŋət ‘run’ do not require the
subordination of the final leg. Just as in examples (30) to (33), they allow the
serial patterning of source and goal.

(47) štáŋ u cxʷ  x'əʔ?ɪxʷicn  čəʔéʔ?ɪxʷə?
walk_QUEST_2SUBJ go to Port Angeles  go from Elwha
'Did you walk to Port Angeles from Elwha?'

It seems that the key difference between sentences like (30) to (33)
and (47) in contrast with txán'əŋ sentences is that txán'əŋ is used to express a
specific medial leg of a path. When other directed motion verbs are used to
express a specific path, they use the same pattern as txán'əŋ. (48) is one
example.

(48) hiyáʔ q'áwał ?a? cə c'íkkək.
go go around PREP DET wagon
'She went around the wagon.'

But I have no examples of other directed motion verbs used as medial legs in
conjunction with a specific final leg. That is, I have no sentences like ‘she
went around the point to Jamestown’ or ‘she went across the river to Elwha’
using the other directed motion verbs like q'áwał ‘go around’. When such
senses are elicited, txán'əŋ is used.

It is also possible to derive mode verbs using the -dyl suffix. For
example, snáxʷ ‘canoe’ becomes snaxʷdyl ‘go by canoe’. (49) shows how
this is used:

(49) snaxʷdyl yaʔ cn.
go by canoe_PAST_1SUBJ
'I went by canoe.'

As for txán'əŋ, when the mode of travel is specified with this morphology, the
goal appears in a subordinate clause as in (50), which has the sentential
complement structure as in (42) to (46). Another way of expressing this is
shown in (51), which has an ‘if/when’ subordinate clause:

(50) snaxʷdyl cn či nə-s-tāci.
go by canoe_1SUBJ COMP 1POS-NM-arrive at
'I got there by canoe.'
Example (51) also shows that some of the directed motion verbs are
goal-linked (Ross, nd) like English ‘reach’, which does not allow the ‘to’
preposition on a goal (‘I went to Elwha’ but ‘Reached (*to) Elwha’). Goal­
linked verbs in Klallam may not be followed by a \( \lambda d\)- derived verb. Instead,
the goal is prefixed with \( \lambda a\)- ‘be at’ as in (51) and (52).

The verb \( \lambda u\) differs from \( hiy\) only in that the former is goal-linked.
Compare (53) and (54):

Some other goal-linked directed motion verbs are: \( ta\) ‘arrive here’, \( ta\) ‘arrive there’, and \( \lambda y\) ‘go home’. There seem to be no source-linked directed
motion verbs like English ‘leave’.

5 Asymmetry between end legs and medial legs

Ross (1995) shows that there are systematic differences between end­
legs and medial-legs in English, German, and Brazilian Portuguese. In
English, for example, 1) end-legs can be questioned—medial legs cannot
(‘where did Mary walk from Elwha to’ but ‘*where did Mary walk to Elwha
through’), 2) end-legs can be indefinite—medial legs cannot (‘Mary walked to
somewhere through Elwha’ but ‘*Mary walked to Elwha through somewhere’),
3) the adverb ‘right’ can modify ‘there’ in end legs but not medial legs (‘Mary
walked from right there through Elwha’ but ‘*Mary walked from Elwha
through right there’).

It does not seem possible to say for sure whether Klallam shows these
same systematic differences between end and medial legs of a path. Such
subtle grammaticality judgments are difficult or impossible to obtain in
elicitation. We can, however, look at the corpus and see what does and does
not occur. In Klallam, end-legs have special question forms.
(55) ʔaxín’_cxʷʔuč?
be where_2SUBJ_REQ
‘Where are you?’

(56) txʷín’_cxʷʔuč?
go to where_2SUBJ_REQ
‘Where are you going to?’

(57) čšaʔaxín’_cxʷʔuč?
go from where_2SUBJ_REQ
‘Where are you from?’

The question word for the source leg is based on the ʔaxín’ ‘where’ root. But notice that although there is čšaʔaxín’ there is no *ƛ’aʔaxín’. ‘go to’ has the txʷ- ‘become’ prefix. Again, the goal patterns differently from the source.

The only way to question a medial legs is with ‘how’.

how LIMIT COMP you get here
‘How did you get here?’

Another difference between the source and other legs in a path can be seen with the non-specific location predicates ?iya? ‘there’ and ?átaʔ ‘here’. These both can take čšaʔ- as shown in (59), but neither can appear in a medial or goal leg. Both sentences in (60) are soundly rejected by native speakers.

(59) čšaʔiyaʔ-cn
go from there_1SUBJ
‘I went from there.’

(60) a. *txánʔən-cn ?a? ?iyaʔ  
b. *ƛ’aʔiyaʔ-cn

6 Cognates in other Central Salishan languages

It may be possible that an explanation for the asymmetries between the source and goal in Klallam can be found in the histories of the morphemes. I do not yet have such an explanation, but there is certainly a historical asymmetry between ƛ’aʔ and čšaʔ-. Cognates for ƛ’aʔ- are readily found, but I have not been able to identify any clear cognates for čšaʔ- outside of the Straits group.

Although I currently have little data on the Northern Straits cognate constructions, they seem, from a preliminary inspection of the corpus, to be very similar to Klallam. In the material I have collected on the Saanich dialect there are serial directed-motion verbs and prefixes ƛ’aʔ- ‘go to’ and čšaʔ- ‘go from’ that are identical in function and distribution to the Klallam prefixes.
Kuipers (1967) identifies a class of ‘relator-verbs’ in Squamish, which semantically ‘correspond to English prepositions’ (Kuipers 1967:153), that would include, though not be coextensive with the class of Klallam directed-motion verbs. The ꞌa ‘relative’ article in Squamish (Kuipers 1967:136) is phonologically similar to the Klallam ‘go to’ prefix and it is also similar in that it only occurs with nouns having specific semantics—proper names and personal pronouns. Its function and semantics seem very different, however.

For Comox, Hagège (1981:125) shows motion verbs in serial construction. Although there are motion verbs with prepositional/relator function (148-49), there are no verbalizing prefixes like the source and goal prefixes of Klallam.

A class of verbs similar to the Squamish relator-verbs is identified in Halkomelem by Galloway (1993:339) as ‘prepositional verbs’. Gerdt (2004) shows that Halkomelem has serial motion verbs similar to, though not necessarily cognate with, those in Klallam. Halkomelem also has a set of verb-forming prefixes (Gerdt 2002) cognates of which can be found in Klallam including a prefix ꞌ- ‘go to’.

In Lushootseed we can find cognate morphemes for Klallam prefixes ꞌaʔ- and ꞌaʔ-। They are, however, each independent verbs: ꞌa ‘go to a particular place’ and ꞌaʔ ‘be there’ (Bates, Hess, Hilbert 1994). Each of these in Lushootseed can be transitivized, take tense, aspect, subject, and stress. In Lushootseed these have all the properties of independent roots. The Klallam cognates are entirely bound to a following stem—they can never be transitivized, never take tense, subject or any other speech act enclitic, and are never stressed. In Klallam they have all the properties of prefixes.

The Lushootseed ꞌa root is included in Kuipers’ (2002:62) etymology for Proto-Salish root *ꞌaeʔ ‘to go after, look for st.’. As Gerdt (2002) points out, these verbalizing prefixes must be the result of grammaticalization of verb roots. That this striking innovation is shared apparently only by Klallam, Northern Straits, and Halkomelem suggests that these three languages, or rather Halkomelem and the Straits group, form a sub-family within the South Georgia branch of Central Salish.

7 Conclusion

A path—motion from point A to point B—in Klallam is expressed as a series of directed-motion and mode verbs. Specific end-legs, source and goal, are expressed as directed-motion verbs derived from specific nouns unless a specific medial leg is present. An asymmetry between the expressions of source and goal arises when a specific medial leg occurs in the path. In this case the goal must be expressed as a derived directed-motion verb in a sentential complement clause.

4 The Lushootseed root ꞌas ‘send’, which apparently only occurs transitivized, may be cognate with the Klallam prefix ꞌaʔ- and Saanich ꞌaʔ- ‘go from’. If so, the phonology would indicate that it would have to be a loan either in the Straits languages or in Lushootseed.
Asymmetries between end legs and medial legs similar to those found by Ross (1995) can also be found in Klallam. The source leg differs from other legs in that 'there' and 'here' can be expressed with the prefixed forms while medial and goal legs cannot. Just as in English, medial legs differ from end legs in that they cannot be questioned.

Comparative evidence indicates that at least the goal prefix, $X'a?$- derives historically and relatively recently from a grammaticalized root. Although in other Central Salishan languages the cognate is synchronically a root, and it can be reconstructed to Proto-Salish as a root, this morpheme as a prefix with goal marking function has so far been found as a shared innovation only in Halkomelem, Northern Straits, and Klallam. This is evidence that Halkomelem and the Straits group are more closely related to each other than to the other members of the Central Salishan sub-family.
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